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SeaLife Offers New Universal Flex-Connect
Mounting Kits for Underwater Cameras
SeaLife has introduced three new Flex-Connect Mounting Kits for underwater cameras, each providing a tray,
grip and other accessories that serve as a platform for easy expansion. Using the Flex-Connect mounting system,
the kits allow underwater photographers to configure a set that is customized to their diving environment.
Divers can quickly and easily add lights, cameras, and other accessories to their underwater camera setup, both
on land or underwater.
The Sea Dragon Micro 600 Kit (SLKIT01) includes the popular Sea Dragon Mini 600 Lumen Light, which can be
used handheld or mounted to a number of accessories, such as the SeaLife AquaPod. The kit combines the
powerful light with a Y-S Adapter, Grip, and Micro Tray, to form an ultra-compact lighting solution for any size
camera. The kit also includes an adapter for GoPro cameras, providing the light and stability a GoPro needs for
shooting underwater.
Additional sets include the Flex-Connect Single Tray (SLKIT02) and Dual Tray (SLKIT03) Kits. Complete with FlexConnect Grip, Tray and Flex Arm, these kits help divers get the most out of their underwater camera setups. Just
add nearly any brand of camera and light(s), and head into the water. The trays use a standard ¼-20 tripod
mount to fit most major brands of underwater cameras, and the Y-S adapter and Flex-Connect mounts attach to
a wide array of underwater lighting brands – including SeaLife’s powerful Sea Dragon line.
Using the Flex-Connect mounting system, each kit can be disassembled instantly with the push of a button for
easy travel, or expanded with other more powerful Sea Dragon lights and Flex-Connect accessories. Ranging
from ultra-compact to more robust and feature-packed, the versatile Flex-Connect system provides an almost
limitless amount of underwater camera setups that can be quickly adjusted and reconfigured. And all FlexConnect grips, trays and arms feature the ideal shape and ergonomic design for comfortable underwater
handling.
Sea Dragon Micro 600 Kit

SLKIT01

$199

Flex-Connect Single Tray Kit

SLKIT02

$149

Flex-Connect Dual Tray Kit

SLKIT03

$269

About SeaLife:
SeaLife Underwater Cameras are made by Pioneer Research in Moorestown, NJ and were first
introduced in 1993. In 2000, SeaLife developed the world’s first digital underwater camera. In
2007, SeaLife developed the first non-housed digital underwater camera, and in 2013 SeaLife
introduced the powerful Sea Dragon Lighting system and its innovative Flex-Connect tray, grip,
arm, and accessory system. In 2014, SeaLife introduced the Micro HD, the world’s first
permanently sealed underwater camera, followed by the new Micro 2.0 in 2015 and the cuttingedge DC2000 underwater camera in 2017. SeaLife cameras, lighting and accessories are sold and
serviced in 64 countries around the world.
For more information visit www.SeaLife-Cameras.com

